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In this paper a novel THz fiber polarization splitter based on anti-resonant hollow-
core fiber with asymmetric dual-suspended cores has been proposed. For the
proposed polarization splitter, the ultra-low confinement loss and great
polarization splitting performance in the THz band can be achieved, which
benefits from the good combination of anti-resonance mechanism with
refractive index guidance mechanism. In order to confine the THz wave well in
the central large air hole, 8 sets of anti-resonance rings are introduced into the
cladding of the fiber. Moreover, the asymmetric dual-suspended cores are used to
control the polarization state of the guiding light for enhancing the polarization
splitting effect, which exists in the central large air hole of anti-resonant hollow-
core fiber. One of the dual cores is designed with a symmetrical structure to
reduce the birefringence effect. The other core is designed with an asymmetric
structure to increase that in the THz band. The numerical simulations results show
that the THz polarization splitter with a length of 0.37 cm is realized in the
operating band around 1 THz by optimizing the geometric structure of the
dual-suspended-core fiber, and the confinement losses of both x and y
polarization modes are lower than 6 × 10−3 dB/cm. Furthermore, the working
bandwidth at the center frequency of 1 THz can reach ~0.06 THz, and the
extinction ratio is better than 20 dB. The proposed THz polarization splitter has
the characteristics of special short length, low loss and broad bandwidth. In
conclusion, it has some potential applications of polarization devices in the
field of optical fiber sensing and optical fiber communications.
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1 Introduction

Terahertz (THz) is an electromagnetic wave with a frequency
within 0.1–10 THz or a wavelength within 3 mm–30 µm [1, 2]. THz
band is between microwave and infrared light. This band belongs to
the transition area from electronics technology to photonics
technology, therefore, it has the advantages of both optical and
microwave communication [3, 4]. THz transmission in free space
causes a variety of adverse losses and significantly reduced
transmission efficiency due to coupling with atmospheric
components. To solve this problem, several waveguides have
been proposed, including metallic wires, hollow metals, parallel
metal plates, solid-core fibers, porous-core fibers, hollow fibers,
etc [5–13]. However, the most likely future devices to guide
terahertz are terahertz fibers, especially hollow anti-resonant
fibers. Hollow core anti-resonant fibers (HC-ARF) has received a
lot of attention in recent years due to their unique and excellent
transmission properties such as extremely low transmission loss, low
bending loss, low dispersion and high design flexibility [14–16].

The development of THz technology requires not only high-
performance THz waveguide technology for efficient transmission
of THz waves, but also essential optical devices such as optical
switches, modulators and couplers for THz wavelengths. In recent
years, THz single polarization fibers and highly birefringent fibers
have been extensively studied, however, research on THz wave
directional coupling based on HC-ARF is still scarce.

In 2009, Argyros et al [17]. First proposed a dual hollow-core
anti-resonant fiber (DHC-ARF). The fiber cladding structure was
found to suppress coupling, and in high loss bands, light was able to
couple between the cores by coupling to the cladding structure. In
2016, Wheeler, N.V et al. successfully fabricated the first dual hollow
anti-resonant fiber with a minimum loss value of 0.5 dB/m and
found that a dual-core fiber with high symmetry has the highest
coupling level between the two hollow cores and that the anti-
resonant guidance mechanism does not prevent the achievement of
strong coupling between the two hollow cores [18]. In 2017, X.
Huang et al. proposed the first hollow-core air-gap anti-resonant
fiber coupler and is expected to be applied to the mid-infrared and
ultraviolet regions which are currently limited by the coupling
technology, but the coupling length is larger than 20 cm [19]. In
2019, H. I. Stawska et al [20]. An optimized DHC-ARF design with
an asymmetric core was proposed. The optical loss is less than
0.3 dB/cm in the transmission band of 1,500–1700 nm, and the
coupling length is less than 1 cm. The guidance mechanism of HC-
ARF makes it difficult to achieve short-range polarization coupling
in the unique band of THz, but it is possible in suspended core fibers.
In 2018, Zhu Y F et al. proposed a low-loss terahertz polarization
splitter based on an asymmetric dual-suspended-core fiber. The
results of a terahertz polarization splitter of 1.27 cm length have
been obtained where transmission losses of 0.53 and 0.67 dB are
achieved for X and Y polarization modes [21].

In this paper, we propose a novel THz fiber polarization splitter
based on anti-resonant hollow-core fiber with asymmetric dual-
suspended cores. There are two suspended cores in the cross-section
of the fiber, which are slightly different. One of which is an
asymmetric structure composed of two hollow cores, and the
other core is a symmetrical structure. We introduced the anti-
resonant structure into the polarization splitter, and calculate the

confinement loss of x-polarized light and y-polarized light in the
device with or without the anti-resonant structure, then combined
with the absorption loss of the fiber at this time to calculate the
overall transmission loss of this device. Next, the length of the
polarization splitter is optimized by adjusting the internal structure
of the fiber, including the support beam width, core diameter and
core spacing, so that the size of the proposed fiber polarization
splitter reaches the minimum value. Finally, we also analyzed the
extinction ratio and operating bandwidth of the proposed fiber
polarization splitter.

2 Structure and parameters

Figure 1 shows the structure of asymmetric dual-core THz
polarization splitter. The proposed structure is based on a high
air-filling ratio microstructure fiber with a dual subwavelength core
suspended via the thin struts in the x and y directions. The width of
the thin struts in x direction is d1, and the thickness of the thin struts
in the y direction is d2. To ensure the better polarization splitting
effect, we set the value of d1 to be less than d2. In the core region, two
identical polymer tubes are adhered to each other to create an
asymmetry core defined as coreA, the other fiber core does not
possess this tubular structure, so a single round solid fiber and two
struts to form a symmetrical core defined as core B. The enlarged
view of the fiber core as shown in Figure 1B, the outer diameter of
core tube is dL, while the inner diameter is denoted as di. In the
following, we also discuss the ratio (di/dL) of these two variables.
This ratio will affect the birefringence and effective material loss
(EML). After setting the structure size of the left core, we set the
diameter of the right core to be dR in order to make the two cores
achieve phase matching at 1 THz. Next, the outer tubular dielectric
tube with diameter of 2 mm can not only prevent the interference of
the external environment to the fiber polarization splitter, but also
play a role in stabilizing the device structure. The distance between
the core A and core B is D1, and the inner diameter of round tube D.

In our study, the value of D is selected as 2 mm for the operating
frequency of 1 THz, and the tube thickness is 0.15 mm. Non-
polarized cyclic olefin copolymer TOPAS is selected as the
background material for this structure, as the grey areas shown
in Figure 1. The white areas indicate the dry air, and the refractive
index of the air n = 1. The selection of this material depends on some
excellent properties for THz waveguides, which include low bulk
material loss of 0.2 cm−1 [22], compared with
Polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) material, its material loss can
be reduced by about 100 times. Furthermore, in the frequency range
of 0.2–1.5 THz, the refractive index of TOPAS is almost a constant,
n = 1.5258, which means that TOPAS has low material dispersion in
THz band. Last, it has low moisture absorption, good chemical
resistance and high transparency, and it is widely used in optical
devices [23]. The effects of polarization splitting on the above-
mentioned optical fiber device are calculated by using COMSOL
Multiphysics 6.1 software based on full-vector finite element method
(FEM). In order to absorb the dispersed radiation, improve the
calculation accuracy and avoid the influence of external
environment, the perfect matching layer (PML) with a diameter
of dPML = 0.3 mm is set at the outermost layer of the optical fiber.
The free triangular mesh is used to divide the whole calculation area,
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in the core area, the maximum triangular mesh size is 20 μm, and the
number of mesh layers in the perfect matching layer is 6.

3 Simulation results and discussion

The hollow anti-resonant fiber used in this paper can greatly
reduce the leakage of light transmitted in the fiber core to the outside
of the fiber, so as to reduce the confinement loss of the fiber. The
confinement loss can be calculated by finite element method. It can
be expressed as [24],

CL � 8.686 ×
2π
λ × Im neff( )| | × 10−4 dB/cm( ) (1)

The light guiding mechanism of hollow anti-resonant fiber is
similar to the transmission of light in F-P cavity, the guiding light
will be reflected and confined within the hollow fiber core as the
guided modes. The light meeting a certain resonance frequency will
leak out from the fiber core, and the resonance wavelength can be
expressed as [25],

λm � 2t
m

�����
n22 − 1

√
(2)

Where, t represents the wall thickness of the anti-resonant ring,
n2 is the refractive index of quartz capillaries, n2 = 1.5258. M
indicating the resonance order, the value is a positive integer
greater than 0. When m = 1, the corresponding wavelength λ1 is
the first-order resonance wavelength. In order to increase the
transmission band, the wall thickness t should be as small as
possible. In our proposed fiber, the wall thickness t is set to be 16 μm.

We compare the variation of confinement loss with and without
anti-resonant ring. Figure 2A shows the variation of the
confinement loss of x-polarized light with the thickness of struts.
It can be seen from Figure 2A that with the increase of the thickness
of struts, the confinement loss of x-polarized light is in a downward
trend, regardless of the presence or absence of anti-resonant ring
structures. However, when there exists the anti-resonant ring
structure, the maximum confinement loss is reduced by 5 times
compared to the structure without the anti-resonant ring. Besides,

the confinement loss of x-polarized light shows a gradually
increasing trend when the strut thickness is greater than 70 μm.
By observing the influence of the anti-resonant structure on the
confinement loss of y-polarized light, it can be clearly seen from
Figure 2B that when the anti-resonant structure is absent, the
confinement loss of y-polarized light increases with the increase
of strut thickness, while the opposite is true that when the anti-
resonant structure is present, with the maximum confinement loss
being reduced by a factor of 150 compared to before. The numerical
simulation results show that the application of anti-resonant
structures in the polarization splitter can greatly reduce the
device’s confinement loss, highlighting the great advantage of
anti-resonant structures in reducing the overall loss of this
optical device.

Next, we use the FEM method to calculate fundamental mode
field distributions of the single core fiber, Figure 3A shows the
distribution of fundamental mode field of x polarization, Figure 3B
shows the field of y polarization. It can be seen from Figure 3 that the
fundamental mode is well confined within the fiber core, but the
confinement effect of the fiber core on the y-polarization mode
seems to be stronger, which can also be demonstrated by the
confinement loss value calculated in Figure 6.

This is because there are sub wavelength air holes in the y
direction of the two bonded tubular cores, which leads to the electric
field enhancement effect of the y polarization mode at the air hole,
resulting in the better confinement of the guided light in the
fiber core.

We have studied the influence of different structural parameters
on the birefringence of single-core optical fiber. As shown in
Figure 4A, where the different colored curves represent different
values of the width of the two thin struts in the y-direction. When we
observe one of the colored curves separately, the birefringence of
single-core fiber gradually decreases as the diameter dL of the tubular
core gradually increases. For fiber polarization splitter, the
magnitude of the birefringence of the single-core fiber has a
significant impact on the polarization splitting performance of
this device, and a larger birefringence value means better
polarization splitting performance. Therefore, we can find that
the smaller the diameter of the tubular core, for the same struts

FIGURE 1
(A) Cross section of the proposed dual-core splitter. (B) Enlarged view of the suspended core.
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FIGURE 2
(A) Confinement loss of x-polarized light. (B) y-polarized light.

FIGURE 3
(A) The distribution of fundamental mode field of y polarization. (B) x polarization.

FIGURE 4
(A) The birefringence with different diameters. (B) When outer diameter of core tube dL is fixed at 100 μm.
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width, the smaller the diameter of the cylindrical core, the larger the
birefringence value of the single-core fiber. At the same time, we can
also analyze from Figure 4A that when the diameter of the tubular
core is fixed, the larger the width of the strut, the greater the
birefringence value of the single-core fiber. As shown in
Figure 4B, the diameter of tubular core fixed as dL = 100 μm,
and gradually increased the width d2 of the strut in the
y-direction from the minimum value of 40–90 μm, the
birefringence value of single-core fiber also increases gradually,
when d2 = 90 μm, the birefringence value reaches its maximum,
and at this point, the maximum birefringence valu Bmax = ~0.09.

Besides, another important parameter for the fiber core structure
is the core-cladding ratio q of the fiber core, which represents the
ratio between di and do (dL/do). The variation of birefringence with
core-cladding ratio q for single-core fibers is shown in Figure 5. It
can be seen that the birefringence decreases with the increase of q.

The maximum birefringence occurs when q = 0.1, with do = 100 μm,
dL = 10 μm, the maximum value of birefringence Bmax = 0.117.

Figure 6 shows the change of confinement loss and effective
material absorption loss (EML) of single-core optical fiber with the
change of support arm width d2 in the y direction. EML represents
the absorption of incident light energy by the material, and a larger
EML indicates higher loss in the fiber. The effective material
absorption loss can be expressed as [26]:

αeff � ε0/μ0( )1/2∫
Amat

nmatαmat E| |2dA
2∫

ALL
SzdA

(3)

Where, αeff represents the value of effective material absorption
loss (EML), the unit is dB/cm. ε0 and μ0 are the dielectric constant
and magnetic permeability in vacuum, nmat represents the refractive
index of the optical fiber composition material. αmat Indicates the
material absorption coefficient, which varies for different materials
and directly affects the overall absorption loss of the fiber. Many
solid materials exhibit relatively large absorption coefficients in the
terahertz band, typically on the order of cm-1 [27–29], while the
absorption of dry air to the terahertz wave can be negligible. The
material absorption coefficient of TOPAS is about 0.2 cm-1 at 1 THz.
He symbol Sz represents the Poynting vector in the z direction, Amat

represents the area of the base material part of the cross section of
the optical fiber, and ALL represents the overall area inside the
optical fiber. As shown in Figure 6, as the width of the supporting
arm in the y direction d2 changes, both the confinement loss and the
effective material absorption loss (EML) of the single-core fiber vary,
the effective material absorption loss refers to the absorption of
incident light energy by the material, and a larger EML indicates
greater loss of the fiber. With increasing d2, the confinement loss of
the fiber gradually increases and reaches a maximum of 0.008 dB/cm
when d2 = 70 μm. After reaching the maximum value, the limiting
loss gradually decreases with increasing d2. However, the effective
material absorption loss of the fiber continues to increase as d2

FIGURE 5
The birefringence with different ratio q (dL/do).

FIGURE 6
The confinement loss and effective material loss with different
diameters.

FIGURE 7
Birefringence of the proposed basic single core fiber at the
diameters dL = 10, 20, 30, 40 μm, respectively.
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increases, and reaches its maximum αeff � −2.05 dB/cm when d2 =
90 μm.

Note that in the numerical simulation results above, the width of
the support arm in the x direction, d1, remains unchanged. Let’s fix
the value of d1 to 30 μm. On this basis, we observe the results shown
in Figure 4 above again, we find that when the width d2 of the
support arm in the y direction increases continuously, it indicates
that the difference of these struts width in two directions gradually
increases. This difference represents the degree of structural
asymmetry of the single-core fiber. The larger the difference
|d2 − d1|, the greater the degree of asymmetry in the structure,
and it can be expected that the birefringence value will be larger.
Following this idea, we considered the effect of the difference in the
width of the support arm in the x and y directions on the
birefringence of single-core fiber. As shown in Figure 7, the
curves with different colors represent different values of the
support arm width in the x direction. When the value of d1 is
determined, the birefringence value will increase with the increase of
d2. The maximum value of birefringence occurs at d1 = 10 μm, d2 =
80 μm. Meanwhile, we can determine the maximum birefringence
value Bmax = ~0.12.

Figure 8 shows the influence of the diameter of the optical fiber
core dielectric tube on the confinement loss. It can be seen that larger
polymer tube diameter corresponds to smaller confinement loss.
When the core diameter dL increases gradually from 100 μm to
150 μm, the confinement loss value CL of y-polarized light decreases
from the maximum of ~2.5 × 10−3 dB/cm to ~2.7 × 10−5 dB/cm,
which reduces by about two orders of magnitude. At the same time,
the confinement loss also reflects the binding ability of the fiber core
to the light guide. It can be observed that when the core diameter dL
of the fiber core dielectric tube changes continuously, the
confinement loss value of the y-polarized light is always smaller
than that of x-polarized light, which also proves that the fiber core
has a stronger confinement effect on the y-polarized mode.

At the same time, we also studied the influence of the diameter of
the optical fiber dielectric tube on the effective material absorption

loss. As shown in Figure 9, with the increase of the diameter of the
optical fiber dielectric tube, the effective material absorption loss
value of the optical fiber gradually increases. When the diameter dL
of optical fiber dielectric tube increases from 100 to 150 μm, the
effective material absorption loss EML of y-polarized light increases
from the minimum 1.38 to 1.63 dB/cm. This change can be obtained
from Eq. 3, where a larger the diameter dL of the fiber dielectric tube,
represents a larger overlap area between the fiber core material and
the guided light resulting in a larger absorption loss of the fiber.
Since the fiber core dielectric tubes are arranged along the y-axis and
the area in the x direction is smaller, so the effective material
absorption loss value of x-polarized light is always smaller than
the effective material absorption loss value of y-polarized light.

4 Characteristic analysis of beam
splitter

In the previous section, we discussed the variation of the
birefringence of single-core fibers under different structural
parameters. By adjusting the structural parameters, the
birefringence value of single-core fiber can be maximized. To
complete the polarizing beam splitter, we add another core on
the basis of single-core fiber, which is defined as core B. Core B
has a symmetric structure and therefore hardly produce the
birefringence. In order to achieve the phase matching between
the two core modes, we carefully adjusted the structural
parameters of coreB.

Firstly, in order to minimize the birefringence of core B, we set
the thickness of the two support arms in the x and y directions at
core B to be the same, both are 30 μm.When we adjust the diameter
of core B, the variation of the effective refractive indices of the two
cores with the incident light frequency is shown in Figure 10. When
the effective refractive index curve of core A intersects with that of
core B, the phase matching of the two core modes is achieved. The
calculated values of the effective refractive index of the y-polarized

FIGURE 8
The influence of the diameters dL on the confinement loss for x
and y polarization modes.

FIGURE 9
Effectivematerial loss (EML) as a function of the diameters dL for x
and y polarization modes.
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light in core A shown in Figure 10 at different frequencies are far
greater than the effective refractive index values in all other cases and
there is no intersection with other curves, which indicates that
y-polarized light in core A does not couple with the guiding mode in
core B. However, the effective refractive index curve of x-polarized
light in core A intersects with that of core B, as shown in Figure 9.
When the diameter of the symmetric core B is dr=140 μm, the focal
point of the effective refractive index curve of x-polarized light in
core A intersects with that of core B at 1.19 THz, so the resonant
frequency of the two cores when fc = 1.19 THz. When dr=147.4 μm,
the resonant frequency of the two cores is fc = 1 THz. In addition,
when dr=150 μm, the resonant frequency of the two cores is fc =
0.8 THz. It can be seen that with the incident light frequency
decreases, the resonant frequency also decreases and the phase
matching point moves to the low-frequency region. By adjusting
the diameter of core B, the phase matching point of the two cores is
moved to 1 THz.

The mode field distribution of the four supermodes of the dual-
core fiber is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen from the figure that

FIGURE 10
Phase matching of x and y polarization in dual-core optical fiber.

FIGURE 11
Field distributions of the four modes.
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when phase matching occurs, the x-polarized light has a strong
coupling effect in the two fiber cores. However, due to the large
difference in refractive index between the y-polarized light in the two
cores, the y-polarized light is independently transmitted in each
core. This indicates that the polarization splitter can be achieved a
good polarization splitting effect at this point.

According to the mode coupling theory, the maximum coupling
efficiency of the two polarization states of the guiding light in the
dual-core fiber can be calculated by using Eq. 4:

ηi �
Κ2

i

Κ2
i + δ2i

� nie − nio( ) − niA − niB( )[ ]2
nie − nio( ) − niA − niB( )[ ]2 + niA − niB( )2 (4)

The equation above represents the maximum coupling
efficiency, ηi is the maximum coupling efficiency value, Κi is
the coupling coefficient, and δi is the phase mismatch constant of
the polarization mode i. And nie and nio are the effective refractive
indexes of the even mode and the odd mode of i polarization, niA
and niB are the effective refractive indexes of the core A and core B
in the state of i polarization, respectively. Figure 12 shows the
variation of maximum coupling efficiency for the y-polarization
mode of the two cores at 1 THz with respect to the distance
between the cores D. As the distance D between the two cores
increases, the maximum coupling efficiency of the y polarization
mode decreases gradually from the maximum normalized
coupling efficiency of 0.22 to the minimum of 5.72 × 10−5, it
can be observed that when D = 240 μm, the maximum coupling
efficiency of y polarization mode is only 1 × 10−3 (0.1%). The
lower maximum coupling efficiency for the y-polarization mode
indicates that it is difficult for this mode to couple between the
two cores, and a polarization splitter with high extinction ratio
can be obtained at this point.

In addition, the coupling length is defined as the length of the
device required for the phase difference between the even mode and
odd mode of a certain polarization light to reach π, and its
calculation formula is:

Li
c �

λ

2 nie − nio( ) i � x, y (5)

In the above formula, λ is the wavelength of the incident light.
When the incident light wavelength is 0.3 mm (a frequency of 1 THz),
the coupling length of the x-polarization mode varies with the distance
D between the two fiber cores, as shown in Figure 13.With the distance
D increases, the coupling length of the x-polarization mode also
gradually increases. When D = 240 μm, the coupling length between
the two fiber cores is 0.37 cm. This indicates that the light in the two
polarization directions can be effectively separated after passing through
the 0.37 cm long polarization splitter.

Transmission loss is also the key parameter of THz polarization
splitting performance, which can be calculated by the following formula:

Pi
loss � αiloss × Li

c i � x, y (6)
Where, αiloss refers to the total loss of the optical fiber in the

direction of polarization i, including both effective material
absorption loss and confinement loss. Since the confinement loss
can be ignored when the absorption loss of the effective material is
relatively large, the transmission loss of the polarization splitter is
only 0.577 dB at the length of 0.37 cm.

When the fundamental mode power transmitted to core A is Pin,
the output power of core A and core B is shown as follows [30]:

Pout,A � Pincos
2 πz

2Li
c

( ) exp −αilossz/4.343( ) (7)

Pout,B � Pinsin
2 πz

2Li
c

( ) exp −αilossz/4.343( ) (8)

Figures 14A, B show that when the frequency of light emitted
into core A is 1 THz, the normalized power transfer along
propagation length in the core A and B. As the transmission
distance increases, the power of the y-polarization mode in fiber
core A gradually decreases. This is due to the inherent absorption
loss of the fiber core, which causes optical loss. On the other hand,

FIGURE 12
The maximum y-Polarization coupling efficiency with distance
D1 between the two cores.

FIGURE 13
The coupling length as a function of the distance D1.
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the x-polarization mode in fiber core A will undergo periodic
transmission between the two fiber cores. When the coupling
length of the x-polarization mode is 0.37 cm, the two
polarization modes are effectively separated.

In addition, the Extinction Ratio (ER) of the proposed
polarization splitter is also considered. ER is defined as the
power ratio between the undesired and expected polarization
modes in each output fiber core, the ERs of core A and core B
can be calculated by the following equations respectively [31]:

ERy
coreA � 10log10

Px
out,A

Py
out,A

(9)

ERx
coreB � 10log10

Py
out,A

Px
out,A

(10)

As shown in Figure 15A, for the y-polarizationmode in core A at the
center frequency of 1THz, ERy = −151.43 dB, and Figure 15B for the
x-polarization mode in core B at the center frequency of 1THz,

ERx = −30.00 dB. When the frequency is within the range of
0.98–1.04, the extinction ratio of both x-pol and y-pol are better
than −20 dB, and the bandwidth of the x and y polarization modes
are approximately ~0.06 THz.

For the above polarization splitter, Suspended-core THz fibers of
similar structure have been successfully drawn, and the same drilling
technique can be used to obtain the cladding structure of our design [32].
The reported extrusion technique can be used to fabricate almost any
structure and designed for larger fiber sizes [33], and the 3D printing
technique can also be done precisely for the preparation of fiber [34].

5 Conclusion

In conclusion, in this paper we proposed a novel THz fiber
polarization splitter based on anti-resonant hollow-core fiber with
asymmetric dual-suspended cores. We innovatively combine the

FIGURE 14
Normalized power transfers in the core A (A) and the core B. (B) as a function of fiber length.

FIGURE 15
ERs of x-pol (A) and y-pol (B) versus frequency of 0.37-cm-long polarization splitter.
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anti-resonant structure with the traditional fiber polarization splitter,
effectively reducing the confinement loss of this device. By adjusting the
core diameter, a minimum y-polarization confinement loss of ~2.7 ×
10−5 dB/cm can be achieved. Furthermore, our results confirm that the
birefringence of the asymmetric single-core fiber can reach ~0.09 at
1 THz. The coupling length of the proposed asymmetric dual-core THz
polarizer at 1 THz is 0.37 cm, with the ER values of ERx = −30.00 dB
and ERy = −151.43 dB for the x- and y-polarizationmodes, respectively.
And the frequency band with the ERs better than −20 dB can reach
~0.06 THz. Therefore, our proposed THz fiber polarization splitter has
the potential applications in the fields of fiber communications and fiber
sensing.
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